Introduction
There is considerable evidence that the Xo, Ca,_ ~Ba2CunO2( n + 1)+,, families (X = T1, Bi) [i-5] of high-temperature superconductors are highly anisotropic compounds [6 7] . Their properties clearly reveal layered behavior. In fact the zero temperature correlation length, perpendicular to the layers, appears to be smaller than the mean spacing. Consequently, viewing them as anisotropic superconductors is not sufficient. Such a treatment is valid only when the order parameter varies slowly on the scale of the layer separation, which limits the applicability to a small range of temperatures near the transition temperature.
Recently, we presented a model [6] [7] [8] , treating these compounds as layered superconductors and al-lowing inequivalent layers and couplings within a unit cell. In the mean-field approximation the interlayer coupling, mediated by a small hopping term, was found to leave T~ unaffected. Thus, a three-dimensional pairing mechanism with high cutoff energy was required to explain the observed dependence of T~ on the average layer spacing. Here we adopt and extend this model. We assume the existence of Fermi liquid states described by a tight binding band resulting from intralayer hopping between nearest and next-nearest neighbors and weak next-nearest neighbor interlayer hopping. Both intra-and interlayer pairing interactions are assumed to be nonretarded and parametrized in terms of coupling constants. Thus the model differs markedly from the standard BCS-picture [9] , where a low energy cutoff, originating from the phonon mediated pairing interaction, is introduced. In fact, for pairing interactions with high or no cutoff energy, the entire band is subject to pairing. The presence of interlayer pairing leads to an anisotropic gap. Accordingly, the interpretation of experimental data based on conventional BCS-expressions might not be appropriate.
In this paper we concentrate on systems with one CuO2 layer per unit cell, such as Bi2Ba2CuO6, T12BazCuO 6 or T1BaCuOs, adopting a realistic band structure for the valence band. Guided by band structure calculations [10] and photoemission experiments [11] [12] [13] , we invoke a tight binding band for 0-derived states in the CuOz-layers, including nearest and nextnearest neighbor hopping within the layers and a small hopping term between adjacent sheets. Starting from a half-filled band, the filling is reduced via excess holes introduced by doping or charge transfer from BiO or T10 layers. The effective pairing interaction is parametrized in terms of the intralayer and interlayer coupling constants go and gl-We assume go > [gl[ to obtain a nodeless gap. Its anisotropy is then entirely due to the interlayer pairing interaction. Our previous analysis [6] [7] [8] of T~ versus interlayer spacing revealed that the pairing is of three-demensional nature and caused by a nonretarded interaction. Thus, in solving the gap equation we do not impose an energy cutoff. This is just the opposite of the phononinduced interaction, where the excitation energy is small compared to the Fermi energy. On this basis, the gap equation is solved numerically, to obtain estimates for the gap parameters and T~ as a function of band filling. These estimates are then used to calculate the density of states, the tunneling I-V-characteristic, as well as the real part of the conductivity, relevant for infrared absorption, to explore the implications of gap anisotropy, stemming from the interlayer interaction. Here we concentrate on the zero temperature behavior; finite temperature properties will be treated in a forthcoming paper [14] .
The anisotropy of the gap and the absence of a low energy cutoff requires that both tunneling current and conductivity must be treated beyond standard BCS and other approximations [9] , where the tunneling matrix element is assumed to be constant for states close to the Fermi surface and the current operator in the conductivity is described by the free particle expression. Here we adopt the tight binding expression for the current and consider specular and diffuse tunneling for tunneling current parallel or perpendicular to the layers. Due to the anisotropy of the gap and the absence of a low energy cutoff, new features occur, which should be searched for experimentally in high-quality single crystals. Such experiments should yield important clues on the pairing mechanism and the electronic states involved in superconductivity.
In Sect. 2 we sketch the model, the gap equation and its linearized version used to determine T~. We also derive the weak coupling solution, the basic expressions for the tunneling current and the real part of the conductivity. In evaluating the tunneling current we consider three model situations: constant tunneling matrix element, specular and diffuse tunneling. In the specular case, the tunneling current is found to depend sensitively on the orientation of the interface with respect to the layers. Moreover, the anisotropy of the gap substantially modifies the standard 13CS-behavior of the conductance. At normal incidence infrared absorption can be expressed in terms of the real part of the conductivity. It depends on the polarization of the incoming radiation, as well as on the orientation of this wavevector with respect to the layers. Thus, anisotropic behavior can be expected. Finally we consider the coherence length in the ground state. It is obtained from the correlation function of two quasiparticles whose spins are antiparallel. The anisotropy of the coherence length reflects the ratio of the couplings between and within the layers.
In Sect. 3, we present and discuss our numerical results. For the half-filled band and go>lgl[, T~ is rather insensitive to the specific gl-value. The zero temperature gap, however, becomes anisotropic perpendicular to the layers for any finite gl, but remains nodeless. It varies between a minimum and maximum value. Thus the standard BCS-result 2A/knT~3.52 no longer applies, although the weak coupling solution of the gap equation represents an excellent approximation. In the presence of interlayer pairing, the density of states differs markedly from the standard BCS-behavior. Due to the anisotropy it becomes nonzero for energies exceeding the minimum value of the gap and exhibits peak features, characterizing the anisotropy. Similarly, the tunneling conductance is heavily affected by the anisotropy of the gap. It differs from zero for voltages exceeding the minimum gap value. Moreover, the assumption of a constant tunneling matrix element is not justified for reasonable values of junction parameters. In fact the conductances in the specular and diffuse limits depend sensitively on the orientation of the junction with respect to the layers. This offers the possibility to clarify the presence of interlayer pairing experimentally. Similarly, for an anisotropic gap, the real part of the conductivity, related to infrared absorption, also differs from the standard BCS-behavior. In fact absorption sets in for frequencies exceeding twice the minimum gap.
Thus estimates for 2Ami~/kBT~ can be obtained from the onset of absorption. Furthermore infrared absorption strongly depends on the polarization of the incoming light and the orientation of the light wavevector.
We also evaluated T~ as a function of hole concentration x. A maximum is found for x ~ 0.3. Moreover, the weak coupling solution ceases to be adequate with increasing x. Concentrating on x=0.25, T~ is not strongly affected by the interlayer pairing interaction unless go ~ Ig,I. This also applies to the gap, because the isotropic part dominates. Nevertheless the small anisotropic part affects the density of states and the tunneling conductance, while the influence on the real part of the conductivity, remains small. Accordingly, the effects of the interlayer pairing interaction (go < Igl 1) become smaller with increasing hole concentration x. Finally, the coherence length mirrors the strong anisotropy of the ratio between the band widths within and perpendicular to the layers. For p= 1/2 we obtain ~o=/~o~0.05 s/a, while a smaller anisotropy is obtained for p = 1/4, namely 0.2 s/a. a is the lattice constant within the layers and s denotes the layer spacing. These values are within the range of estimates obtained from upper critical field measurements.
In summary, our model seems to include the essential ingredients to describe the superconducting properties of layered high-temperature superconductors. It should be kept in mind, however, that we considered the special case of one layer per unit cell. Summary and conclusions are presented in Sect. 4.
Model
We consider the Hamiltonian = ~0 -1-J~int,
where
describes the quasiparticle O-derived band, including the interlayer hopping of strength t. n labels the layers, kll the wavevector within the layers and a the spin. 
a is the lattice constant of the square lattice within the layers and s the spacing between them 9 -2A represents the nearest neighbor hopping matrix element, 4AB the next-nearest neighbor one, and AC= t.
There is considerable evidence that superconductivity in the Cu-O based superconductors is correlated with the concentration of O2p-holes in the originally half-filled valence band [11, 12] . Thus, we also consider fillings p = 1/2-x, where x corresponds to the concentration of excess holes. Following Ref. 10 we adopt B=0.45 and according to the observed dispersion [11], we take A=0.153 eV to fix our energy scale. For p = 1/2 the Fermi surface cross section in the x, yplane is a rounded square, while it is a corrugated cylinder perpendicular to the layers. The corrugation comes from the interlayer hopping term t in (2) . For lower filling, the Fermi surface becomes more complicated and open for certain k~-values.
For fixed filling p, # = E f is given by
k N is the number of sites. A fully filled band, where p = 1, corresponds to one quasiparticle of given spin per site. For the pairing interaction we assume
where g.., = go 6.,. +gl (b~,,.-1 + 6..,. + 1). (6) go is the strength of the intralayer interaction, while the second term describes the interlayer interaction. Assuming singlet pairing the gap equation reads [9] ,
The isotropic term in the gap stems from the constant intralayer interaction go, while the anisotropic term is due to the interlayer contribution. Substituting (8) and (10) into (7), we obtain for A 0 and A t the nonlinear equations In solving these equation, we do not impose a low energy cutoff. This differs from the standard BCStreatment, where the phonon energies are small compared to the Fermi energy. Here we assume pairing caused by a high-energy, non-retarded interaction. At T~, where the gap vanishes, f, reduces to f,=2 (cos(qls)) e(q) tanh .
q T~ is then given by the highest temperature for which
Because the only dependence on q• comes from the interlayer hopping term with strength t (2), which is small compared to the bandwidth within the layers
we expect fl~0; f2~lfo (16) to hold. T~ then follows from (14) (1 --~qf0) (1 --gl fo) ~ 0.
Thus for go>lgll, T~ is dominated by the intralayer pairing interaction, given by the solution of
to a good approximation. Far below T~ and in particular at T=0, the full nonlinear equations (11) must be treated, where also the anisotropy of the gap enters. Here the interlayer interaction must be fully taken into account and leads to an anisotropic gap (10).
To derive the weak coupling expression for T~, we rewrite (18) in the form
gB er, eB denote the top and bottom of the band and 
This is the weak coupling solution of (18), valid for T~/0 ~ I. Comparison with the numerical solution of the full nonlinear equation for T~, will allow the coupling regime and the energy interval kB 0 where pairing effectively takes place to be determined. On the basis of the gap parameters A o and A1 it is now possible to calculate other properties of interest, including their temperature dependence. In these properties we hope to identify features due to the layered nature of the material, i.e. to estimate the parameters characterizing the pairing interaction and the band structure. As noted above, the pairing interaction considered here is not cut off so that the entire band of the Fermi liquid states is allowed to participate in the pairing. In this view, due to the presence of anisotropy, the density of states, the low-temperature tunneling conductance and infrared absorption are expected to deviate substantially from the standard BCS-behavior. Another important issue is how properties change with the band filling.
In the superconducting state the density of states is given by
k and vanishes for E < Amin. Next we calculate the tunneling current between a normal metal and such a superconductor, since it is approximately related to the density of states in the superconducting state. According to the transfer Hamiltonian approach [15] valid for weak transmission, the tunnel current at zero temperature is given by [9] 
where _ = sign (eV), k labels the wavevector on the superconducting side and p on the normal side. 8N(p) describes the conduction band on the N-side, which is assumed to have a constant density of states near the Fermi level. Tkp denotes the tunneling matrix element. As a first step, Tkp is assumed to be constant. The tunnel current then reduces to
is the density of states at the Fermi level on the normal side. This simplification is justified in the standard isotropic BCS-model where due to the low energy cutoff, the variations of the tunneling matrix element Tkp in the relevant k-region remain small. In the usual isotropic case, the e(k)/E(k)-term cancels 9 In our model, band structure and gap anisotropy are present. As a result, the tunneling current is expected to differ for a junction parallel or perpendicular to the layers.
We consider two limiting cases, namely specular (coherent) and diffuse (incoherent) tunneling [15] . For specular transmission, where a perfect junction between the normal and superconducting sides is assumed, transverse momenta are conserved. The tunneling matrix element is [15] 
IT~I2=p ~[. ~(p) ,~(k~-p~) D(~). (26)
T and L label transverse and longitudinal components. P denotes a prefactor. The transverse component is parallel to the junction, while the longitudinal one is parallel to the tunnel current. In the WKB approximation D is given by (27) d denotes the width and U the height of the junction barrier measured from the Fermi level and er is the energy associated with the motion along x, which is parallel to the tunneling current. Concentrating on effects due to the anisotropic band structure, we assume a constant barrier height U(x)= U. We assume the energy eL in the junction to be given by the effective mass expression h2k~ eL=e(k) 2m* "
D (EL) = exp [--2 i d x ]//-~-( U (x)--eL)];
Here we used conservation of energy and transverse momentum (kr=pr). Assuming a barrier height h2k2r the square root which is large compared to 2m~, in (27) can be expanded. The tunneling matrix element becomes approximately
{Tkp[2=C ~ " ~e(P) 6(kr--pr)exp(--L
with 2_ hd / 2 ~U).
In the estimates presented in Sect. 3, we adopted the following values d= 10 ~, m* =mo~ and U = 1 eV. To fix kr we used lattice constants a = s = 4/~. Substitution into (24) yields for the tunneling current in the specular case
Here we neglected the dependence of the tunneling matrix element on the energy difference e from the Fermi level. It should be kept in mind that L refers to the direction perpendicular to the junction, or parallel to the tunneling current, while T denotes the direction parallel to the junction. Thus the tunneling current is expected to reflect the anisotropy of the gap, of one compares junctions parallel or perpendicular to the layers. Moreover, the differential conductance, i.e. the derivative of the tunneling current with respect to the voltage V, is not simply related to the density of states of the superconductor, because the factor emphasizes small transverse momenta.
As our second limit, we consider diffuse or incoherent tunneling appropriate for junctions with rough interfaces or internal disorder. Here the transverse wavevector components in (26) are no longer correlated. Thus we take [15] [Tkp12=p ~. 
(33)
In contrast to the specular case (31), the tunneling current will depend less on the orientation of the junction with respect to the layers. Neglecting the gradient and the e/E terms, the conductance becomes proportional to the density of states in the superconductor, which reflects gap anisotropy. Finally we turn to the real part a~ of the conductivity, which is related to infrared absorption. This quantity contains information on gap anisotropy. Since 0-1 is related to the current-current-correlation function, we need the tight-binding expression for the current-density operator, Following [-9] it is given by j (R,)=(-i) 89 ~ t~RoEcn+~,~c,~-c,+ c,+o,~] . (34) 6a n labels sites, 6 neighbors with position vectors Ro and to is the corresponding hopping matrix element of the Hamiltonian (2) t6=(nl~ln+6). 
f~(k, q)=2sA.C sin((kz+~) s)cos(~s).
Here we adopted the notation introduced in (3) for the hopping matrix elements. For free electrons (37) reduces to fft~r q)=k+ q.
Following [-9 ] the real part of the conductivity tensor then reads 2e27c _ al~p(q, on)= m~2~ Lf,(P, q)f~(P, q)
Absorption requires O-l~fl(q, O)=#0 and involves the creation of pairs of quasiparticles at a minimum frequency of 2Amin. Due to the tensorial nature of o-1~ r and its q-dependence, absorption depends on light polarization and reflects gap and band structure anisotropy. In infrared absorption, although the experiment is done at one particular frequency, the wavevectors involved are determined by the boundary conditions and the parameters of the superconductor. The simplest case is where the coherence length is much less than the penetration depth and co<2Ami n. Here o-1~ a vanishes for all q. Therefore there is no absorption and light is perfectly reflected.
For o>Amin, absorption occurs, and the magnitude of the relevant wavevectors is smaller than the inverse penetration depth. The coherence length in the ground state can be obtained by considering the correlation function of two quasiparticles at position r~ and r 2, whose spins are antiparallel. It is given by [16] ik r 1V A(k• e_ik.r.
For a spherical Fermi surface and an isotropic gap, F(r) decays exponentially ~exp--(r/~o) for r<~ o h 2 k F where 40-. In the anisotropic case, we set r mA = (x, y, z) and estimate ~ox and r from the exponential decay of the correlation function along x or z. Due to the assumption of weak interlayer hopping (15), the ratio ~od~ox will be small.
Numerical results

Half-filled band
To explore the influence of the interlayer coupling on the gap and T~, we first consider the half-filled band. The value go = 1, together with gl --0, was chosen because these values yield a rather low Tc, namely kB T~ = 0.013 A, corresponding to T~ = 23 K. A=0.153 eV being the energy unit, introduced in (3). T~ can be raised by reducing the band filling p = 1/2 -x via excess holes of concentration x. The estimates listed in Table 1 reveal, in agreement with (17)- (19) , that unless for go~lg~l, the interlayer pairing does not affect T~ very much, while the gap parameters and in turn the minimum and maximum values of the gap vary markedly. Thus, the conventional BCSexpression for an isotropic gap is no longer applicable. Even though the interlayer coupling does not affect T~ much, it is of course needed, together with the interlayer hopping, to establish 3-dimensional superconductivity. From Table 1 it is also seen that for g~ approaching go the interlayer pairing substantially increases T~.
To identify the weak coupling regime we also calculated the gap for gl=0 for several go values. The Table 1 . Numerical estimates for A 0, A t and T~ as obtained from (11) and (14) results are summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 1 shows the plot of ln(kBT~) versus 1/(NN(0)go), revealing the presence of weak coupling (23), with a cutoff energy kB0~,3.28 (~5821K), which is comparable to the band width (1.16 eV) (Fig. 2) and thus large compared to kB T~. (11) and (14) for p=l/2, g0=l, g1=0.99 as listed in Table 1 . The arrows mark the minimum (Ami.=0.0124) and the maximum (Am,x=0.0364) of the gap. Energies are in units of 0.153 eV In Figs. 3 and 4 we depicted the density of states in the superconducting state to illustrate and contrast the cases of an isotropic and anisotropic gap. The isotropic case corresponds to the standard BCS-behavior with a square root singularity at E=A o. In the anisotropic case (Fig. 4) , the square root singularity is removed and Ns(E) differs from zero for energies exceeding the minimum of the gap. Due to the interlayer pairing interaction, the gap anisotropy perpendicular to the layers is seen to affect the density of states between Amln and A~,,x. In particular, a pronounced peak appears at Amax, corresponding to a Van Hove singularity. This behavior affects the tunneling current and the tunneling conductance. Assuming a constant tunneling matrix element, the conductance is closely related to the density of states (25), apart from a slight asymmetry between positive and negative voltages, coming from the e/E-term. Because this term turns out to be small, the tunneling conductance becomes indeed nearly proportional to the density of states shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , provided the assumption of a constant tunneling matrix element is justified. In any case, the removal of the standard BCS-square root singularity by the gap anisotropy (Fig. 4) indicates that the evaluation of the gap parameters from measured data will be nontrivial, even for excellent samples and junctions.
If we take anisotropy into account and make more realistic assumptions about the tunneling matrix element, the conductance depends sensitively on the orientation of the junction with respect to the crystal. Figure 5 depicts the conductance in the super-conducting state normalized to that in the normal state values at zero temperature. Especially in the specular case (Fig. 5 a) we see striking differences between tunneling parallel and perpendicular to the layers. They mainly stem from the exponential term in (31) favoring small wavevectors k r parallel to the junction or perpendicular to the tunneling current. Thus, for tunneling parallel to the layers, small wavevectors perpendicular to the layers are preferred. As depicted in Fig. 5a , the energy range just above the minimum value of the gap is then favored. For tunneling perpendicular to the layers, all k~-values contribute, due to the small dispersion in the z-direction. Thus the full gap dispersion is probed, leading to a peak around the maximum value of the gap (cf. also Fig. 4) .
For diffuse tunneling (Fig. 5b) we see no striking differences in the normalized conductance for the two tunneling directions. Differences mainly come from the gradient term in (33). This causes no drastic variation of the normalized quantity, even though the absolute values differ substantially due to the different dispersion parallel and perpendicular to the layers. The tunneling conductance nevertheless reflects the minimum and maximum gap.
Due to difficulties in preparing perfect interfaces and defect-free junctions, it appears that diffuse tunneling is closer to the current experimental situation [17, t8] . Thus, it is gratifying that diffuse tunneling reflects the gap anisotropy. Even if smearing of edges and peaks by finite temperature and depairing effects occur, it is clear that standard methods of determining the gap [15] must be reconsidered.
Next we turn to the real part of the conductivity tensor (38), relevant to describe infrared absorption. For co > 2Amln, where absorption occurs, the relevant wavevectors are smaller than the inverse penetration depth, which is small compared to the inverse coherence length characteristic for the discussed superconductor.
In evaluating ~,B(q, co) (38), the Brillouin zone was covered by a grid of 256 x 256 x 256. Thus the smallest meaningful wavevector q has a magnitude of ~/128a or zc/128s, which is of the order of the inverse penetration depth. Even for these small wavevectors, aa,~(q, co) exhibits a complicated q-dependence so that the evaluation of the reflectivity even for normal incidence becomes complicated. For this reason we consider o-~p(q, co) only. Figure 6a shows the frequency dependence of atyy and a~ for q =(~/128a, 0, 0) parallel to the layers, while at~x for q= 0, 0, zc/128s) perpendicular to the layers is depicted in Fig. 6b . These elements of the conductivity tensor are relevant for infrared absorption. Moreover, we included the isotropic gap case for comparison. Most importantly, absorption is seen to set in for co> 2Ami, and there is a significant difference between the two orientations of q. This anisotropy stems from the small bandwidth ratio W• N . Thus alxx(q=, co) (Fig. 6b) exhibits BCS-type behavior in the isotropic case, similar to the density of states. These peaks are removed by gap anisotropy. In any case, infrared measurements yield information for Ami n only.
Recently, removal of BCS-behavior, as depicted in Fig. 6b , has been observed in the far infrared conductivity, derived from the reflectivity of an epitaxial YBa2Cu307 thin film for radiation with the electric field parallel to the a, b-plane [19] . This experimental setup corresponds in our notation to q]lz, where an anisotropic gap leads to a peak structure as depicted in Fig. 6b and observed experimentally. Thus this experiment [-19] provides considerable evidence for an anisotropic gap originating from the interlayer pairing interaction.
Finally we turn to the coherence length, as determined from (40). The results listed in Table 3 reflect the strong anisotropy of the bandwidth ratio W• In particular, ~oz is found to be smaller than the separation of the layers and the ratio ~o~/~o~ is within the range of values estimated from the upper critical fields in the high-temperature superconductors. 
Reduced band filling
Up to now we have considered only the half-filled band, where p = 1/2. Next we reduce the filling by introducing excess holes of concentration x, so that p= 1/2-x. Thus, the Fermi energy (4) and in turn the superconducting properties will change. To explore this variation, we solved (11) and (14) numerically to estimate the gap A o and T~ for various fillings p. The results are summarized in Table 4 , together with other quantities of interest. It is clearly seen that both Ao and T~ first increases as the filling is reduced, reaches a maximum value around p,~0.2 and then decrease for smaller fillings. This x-dependence of T~ is more clearly depicted in Fig. 7 . Because the intralayer pairing interaction has been kept fixed, and the density of states (Fig. 2) is seen to follow the same behavior, the variation of A o and T~ with x must be attributed to variation of the density of states close to the Fermi energy. From Table 4 it is also seen that the density of states can become so large that strong coupling sets in. In fact, the assumption of weak coupling would lead according to Fig. 8 to a cutoff energy kB0=0.286, which is only about twice Table 3 kBT~. The appearance of strong coupling is also signaled by the ratio 2A o/k~ T~ which is seen to increase as the filling is reduced.
To explore the influence of the interplanar pairing interaction for p = 1/4, we also varied g~ from -0.99 to 0.99. The results are summarized in Table 5 . In agreement with (18) and in analogy to the half-filled case (Table 1) , T~ is practically independent of go for gt < Idol-The gap anisotropy, however, increases with gl and turns out to be larger for gl >0.
To clarify the implications of strong coupling, we consider the p= 1/4 case in more detail. From the density of states shown in Fig. 2 it is seen that the Fermi energy lies very close to the singularity in the density of states. Thus, the assumption of a constant density of states near the Fermi energy fails and band structure effects are expected. For this purpose we consider go=l, g~=0 for the isotropic and go=l, g~ = 0.8 for the anisotropic case. Figure 9 a depicts the density of states for the isotropic case. The standard (a) BCS-singularity is seen around the gap, while at higher energies band structure features appear. Figure  9b shows the density of states in the anisotropic case, the BCS-singularity is removed and new peak features appear between the minimum and maximum value Table 5 . a Specular and b diffuse transmission. Solid line: tunneling parallel to the layers; dashed line: tunneling perpendicular to the layers. The arrows mark Ami. and Amax of the gap. In contrast to the half-filled case, however, the gap anisotropy becomes manifest in a rather narrow energy interval because A 1 turns out to be much smaller. In fact, A o increases markedly with the concentration of excess holes (Table 4) , while A 1 remains a small correction. In this view it is not surprising that the effects of an anisotropic gap on the conductance of specular and diffuse tunneling, shown in Fig. 10 , are restricted to a rather small voltage interval. Nevertheless, the BCS-singularity is removed. Moreover, specular tunneling is seen to be more sensitive to details in the band structure, as revealed by the second peak in Fig. 10a , reflecting the singularity in the density of states.
Similarly, due to the small anisotropy, the real part of the conductivity (38) is not expected to exhibit pronounced anisotropy effects. In fact, comparison of Figs. 11 a and b clearly shows that for frequencies just above 2Ami,, the conductivity grows less abruptly in the anisotropic case, because the BCS-type behavior is removed.
Finally we turn to the estimates of the coherence length, evaluated with the aid of (40). From the results Table 3 it is apparent that excess holes lead to a considerable reduction of the anisotropy. Nevertheless, both ~ox/a and ~oz/S are still rather small and ~o~ just reaches the spacing s between the layers. dicular to the layers as [gl[/go is increased, but remains nodeless. To obtain realistic T~ values go was fixed to go = A = 0.153 eV. By reducing the band filling p = 1/2-x in terms of excess holes with concentration x, T~ was found to increase, reaching a maximum around x~0.3. This behavior was traced back to changes in the density of states (Table 4) at the Fermi energy and the appearance of strong coupling. The ratio of the coherence length ~o=/~ox (Table 3 ) was found to be consistent with the estimates for real systems, obtained from upper critical field measurements. Thus the model appears to include the essential features to describe the superconducting properties of the X,,Ca, _ ~ Baz CuO 2 (, + ~) + m families. We also studied the tunneling conductance for specular and diffuse transmission, as well as the real part of the conductivity. Our results reveal that tunneling and infrared absorption experiments on homogeneous single crystals should allow an anisotropic gap perpendicular to the layers to be characterized. In fact, gap anisotropy and the lack of a low energy cutoff invalidate standard BCS-behavior and give rise to novel features.
